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“She is my Eleanor”: The Character of Isabella of Angoulême on Film— 

A Medieval Queen in Modern Media 

Carey Fleiner 

 

Introduction1 

The life of Isabella of Angouleme (c. 1188-1246) is the stuff of fiction: At the age of thirteen, 

the ‘Helen of the Middle Ages,’ was heir to important property in France.2 Supported by her 

parents, she spurned her fiancé Hugh of Lusignan, Count of La Marche (breaking a legal 

contract of affiance) in favor of John of England3 (who divorced his first wife for her – and to 

acquire said property).4 When she was perhaps only between nine and fourteen years old, she 

was sent to be educated at Hugh’s estate when John fetched her back to Angouleme for a 

quick wedding. Although the 35-year-old John seems to have waited a few years before 

consummating the marriage, 5 the chroniclers note that the pair scandalized the court with 

their vigorous sex life and extravagant living.6 Isabella persuaded first John, then her second 

husband Hugh, the son of the original fiancé Hugh of Lusignan,7 a powerful castellan (whom 

she stole from her own preteen daughter, whom she then kidnapped),8 and finally her son 

Henry III to pursue useless wars against the French—wars which they lost9 when promised 

Lusignan support failed to show up.10 Isabella declared herself a queen until the day she 

died,11 refusing to pay homage to her French overlord (the count of Poitou)12—appearing, 

instead with her family at his home at Christmas in 1242 to beg forgiveness for her and 

Hugh’s transgressions against his authority;13after a suitably humble display of obeisance, 

they withdrew and set the place on fire on the way out. Isabella’s final (alleged) act of infamy 

was a plot to poison King Louis IX in 1243,14 whereupon she fled to the abbey at Fontevraut. 
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According to legend, she finished her life living bricked up in a secret room (secretissima 

camera) in the abbey.15  

This paper focuses primarily on Isabella’s two main big screen appearances, 1977’s 

Robin and Marian (directed by Richard Lester) and 2010’s Robin Hood (directed by Ridley 

Scott). It will survey, against the relevant historical context of Isabella’s life and career, how 

these two cinematic Isabellas reflect the image of the queen as a royal wife as recorded by 

contemporary literature, if not subsequently shaped by nineteenth-century cultural 

expectations for acceptable feminine behaviour. Isabella has a richly developed character in 

modern popular fiction, especially historical romances, for example, where she comes across 

as an ambitious, aggressively sexual woman who was limited by contemporary expectations 

of appropriate female roles. As a royal wife and mother, Isabella was expected to be a model 

of the domestic helpmeet and counterpart to her husband’s public responsibilities, but her 

forward behaviour was seen as a sign that her menfolk were ineffective, especially the 

‘wicked’ John. On film, however, she has very limited screen time: perhaps, between the two 

films, a grand total of about twenty minutes. However, in that short amount of time and with 

limited dialogue she becomes a powerful symbol representing John’s failings as a leader and 

king. 

 

Looking for the Historic Isabella 

Only recently has English scholarship focused on Isabella and a re-examination of her life.  

Her earliest modern biographies are French, Castaigne in 1836 and Surin in 1846, followed 

by Agnes Strickland’s English biography in 1854. At first in modern scholarship, she appears 

as a secondary character: mid twentieth-century scholarship focuses on her Lusignan husband 

and brood,16 and of course she makes an appearance in scholarship on John of England.  
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Recent scholarship on John, like other maligned ‘historical villains,’ re-examines the nature 

of his rule and the sources which recount it, and these studies have brought Isabella herself 

into the spotlight,17especially from the 1990s. She has been the topic of dedicated studies18 

that examine her actions in light of the growing trend on medieval queen-consorts and queens 

who wielded authority behind the throne.19  Despite such ongoing scholarship, however, 

Agnes Strickland’s biography—errors, sentimentality, and all—often remains the first—if not 

last—stop for those authors who craft the fictional Isabella as they fold into their dramas 

Strickland’s innovative but uncritical read of primary sources and her own Victorian 

morality.20 

Primary sources for Isabella include the ruins of Fontevraud castle, her sarcophagus, 

and her seal. Written sources include royal records, Isabella’s own letters and charters, royal 

financial records, and charters such as those found in the Close Rolls, Charter Rolls, and Pipe 

Rolls, and contemporary chronicles and accounts including papal and English monastic 

chronicles.21 The latter sources tend to be brief if not synoptic, and, despite the variety of 

surviving sources that mention Isabella, it is these monastic chronicles that primarily shape 

the image of the queen that we see on the big screen. These chroniclers are not particularly 

sympathetic towards Isabella,22 least of all Matthew Paris. Matthew was a monk at St. Albans 

and a prolific writer and illustrator best known for his Chronica Maiora and Historia 

Anglorum.23 No mere cloistered churchman, he seems well-acquainted with the movers and 

shakers at the English court, and he shows no inhibition when criticising the nobility—John’s 

military incompetence, for example, and Henry III’s inability to control neither his Savoyard 

in-laws nor his Poitevin half-siblings.24 Roger of Wendover’s contemporary account of 

Isabella, folded into Matthew’s Historia Anglorum, is a principle source of the best-known 

anecdotes—sleeping in with John until 11 am every day, the extravagant spending, her 
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beauty, greed, and ambition, and the subsequent shenanigans of her French children as they 

ran roughshod over their half-brother Henry’s hospitality. Matthew’s information on Isabella 

and John comes down to him second hand, and Weiler notes that while Matthew was 

scrupulous in naming his sources, he inserted his own views and criticisms into the 

narrative.25 That said, it does not mean that Matthew is necessarily inaccurate; rather, one 

must keep in mind Matthew’s purpose for writing history and his idea of historical 

accountancy. The idea of history as a source of moral exempla predates Matthew by 

centuries, being entrenched in the Roman and Greek biographical and historical writing of 

authors such as Sallust or Plutarch. For Matthew Paris, as again with Strickland, Matthew 

took seriously his duty to provide moral guidance and instruction.26 He makes no attempt to 

delve into Isabella’s motivations, although his bile for Isabella takes on a different character 

than his usual dismissal of ambitious women as ‘viragoes.’ Medieval authors called a woman 

a virago if she did not follow the passive or domestic role expected of her and demonstrated 

more political ambition (or competency) than the men around her.27 Instead, Matthew 

comments that the French described Isabella as ‘more Jezebel than Isabella,’ that is, her 

sexuality and ‘feminine wiles’ weakened, influenced and manipulated the men in her life.28    

 

Isabella on Film 

Isabella’s literary character reflects a complicated scenario in the eras of women’s liberation 

and post-feminism. She is a strong woman who elicits sympathy as she is oppressed by the 

men around her, only so far—she still needs men (and her beauty) for fulfilment. Strickland’s 

biography remains a profound influence on creators of historical fiction as they dramatize 

Isabella’s story and adapt her circumstances to their contemporary audiences. Thus Isabella’s 

character has been fitted into different eras. For example, the frustrated Victorian housewife 
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might readily relate to Strickland’s nineteenth-century, ambitious, but supressed medieval 

queen. Likewise, in the feminist 1970s, the Isabella of historical romance appears as a 

liberated, but frustrated political superwoman. Finally, in the post-feminist, politically correct 

new millennium Isabella is recast yet again as a woman who relies on her sex as a means to 

enthral the men around her, but at the same time, needs a man to tame her passions and 

remind her that she is a woman. Isabella is most fully fleshed out in modern historical fiction 

from the 1970s onwards.29 Recent examples of the literary Isabella include Erica Laine’s 

Isabella (2015) where Isabella’s relationship with John is set out as the origins of the 

Hundred Years’ War, Jean Plaidy’s The Prince of Darkness (1978) in which Isabella is 

carried off by a John who is in league with Satan himself, and Lisa Hilton’s The Stolen Queen 

(2011) where young Isabella is held captive by a cult ‘of the old religion’ who plan to use her 

to overthrow Christianity in England. Rachael Bard’s Isabella: Queen without a Conscience 

(2006) relates Isabella’s story from multiple first-person points of view to present more 

sympathy for Isabella than found in previous versions of the story: Bard’s Isabella is driven 

to use her sexuality and ambition less selfishly and more as a means of survival. No matter 

what the framework of these stories are, the character of Isabella still reflects Strickland’s 

portrayal of an ambitious woman trying to fulfil her expected role against the restrictions 

placed upon her by social expectations on the one hand, and the repression of the menfolk 

around her on the other. 

Novels allow for extensive storytelling, but unless it is a multi-part television series, 

historical films rely on shortcuts and assumed audience knowledge in place of deep character 

development. Isabella’s celluloid characterisations are very brief, and yet they nevertheless 

indicate her passion, her influence on politics, and the weakness and folly of the men around 

her. The two films in which Isabella appears are revisions of the tale of Robin Hood, a 
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character whom himself carries about 110 years’ worth of cinematic baggage.30 Recent 

depictions of Robin revisit his heroism and his relationship with Maid Marian. Isabella 

appears only tangentially—she should not be in these films, as Robin’s king is Richard I, and 

John is but a prince, but 1977’s Robin and Marian sets the story late in Robin’s career, and 

2010’s Robin Hood fiddles a bit with the timeframe.31 John is still a prince at the start of the 

film and becomes king early on; Isabella is, in the film, the niece (in real life, first cousin, 

once removed) of the King of France, with whom John plans to replace his wife.  

Robin and Marian (d. Richard Lester) depicts the title characters in their middle age, 

as author James Goldman was inspired to reflect on the lack of strong heroes in popular 

culture in the mid-1970s, and, in particular, the evolution of Robin Hood as a cinematic hero 

over the course of the twentieth century.32 Noting that Robin’s adventures always depict him 

in his prime, and that all ever noted about his death was that he was struck down ‘by 

treachery,’ Goldman decided to present Robin as a middle-aged man and to give him a death 

connected to his ‘character and intentions’.33 Robin (Sean Connery)’s acceptance of his 

reputation and the difficult relationship between Robin and Marian (if not Robin and Little 

John, played by Ronnie Corbett) are the principle focus of Lester’s intriguing film.34 Lester’s 

plan was to put on the screen ‘historical truth’ and to ratchet down the myth and to make 

Robin a more realistic character.35 As a consequence Robin and Marian is a ‘lived-in’ film36 

and meant to reflect the bitter cynicism and deep disillusionment of seventies America.37 

John himself has only about ten minutes’ screen time, and Isabella perhaps less than five 

minutes, although she warrants mention early on in the film. When catching up on the news 

of the past twenty years, Robin (Sean Connery) learns from Will Scarlet (Denholm Elliott) 

that Robin has become a legend, and that the king (Ian Holm) is now married to and besotted 

with a twelve-year-old girl and lies in bed all day with her. The sarcastic tone in which Will 
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tells the story and Robin’s look of distaste tell us all we need to know about John’s current 

reputation as a dirty old man who is neglecting his royal duties.  

When we finally see John at nearly halfway through the film, he is sat before a 

splendid tent overlooking a sea cliff and shouting at a papal legate; he is a man, according to 

Goldman’s script ‘given to fits of uncontrollable rage’.38  From behind him appears Isabella 

(Victoria Abril) wrapped only in a fur duvet. Very young, ‘an adorable girl, who looked 

every day of twelve,’39 speaking stilted English, she begs him petulantly to come back to bed. 

Seeing her, John instantly loses his anger and becomes a soppy schoolboy; they cannot keep 

their hands off each other. She asks him to return to bed, informing him that ‘[she’s] clean all 

over’.40 His eyes wander to her breasts, but when Isabella offers to drop her furs, John 

becomes self-conscious and nods awkwardly towards his men (who have been watching in 

disgust). She chirps, ‘I don’t mind; I think you’re pretty! You’re pretty every place!’41 She 

settles for a kiss as John sends her back to the tent, but not without a lot of backwards glances 

and a little wave from the king. He then turns back to the business at hand and to shout at his 

chancellor. In only a few minutes, actor Ian Holm conveys a man in the middle of a mid-life 

crisis; lust, shame, and longing cross quickly over his features at the sight of his queen; 

Abril’s Isabella—a pouty pre-teen, beautiful and empty-headed—is here interested only in 

luring the king back into her bed. Women’s lib may have come to Lester’s Sherwood Forest 

in the form of an embittered Maid Marian, but it has not reached the king’s bedroom. This 

Isabella represents John’s corruption, weakness, and consequent lack of respect from his own 

men.   

Ridley Scott also chooses to depict Isabella in his 2010 reimagining of the Robin 

Hood story written by Brian Helgeland, Ethan Reiff and Cyrus Voris (screenplay by 

Helgeland) – in this case a ‘prequel’ of how Robin became an outlaw, and a film affected by 
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modern feminism and late twentieth-century political correctness. Here, too, Isabella has very 

little screen time in the film’s theatrical release of 140 minutes—the longer director’s cut is 

well worth a look, at least for us, as otherwise trimmed dialogue that establishes Isabella’s 

role is restored. In the film, Isabella herself is nearly lost between the two better-known 

women in the film, each of whom are familiar to cinema and literature audiences: Cate 

Blachett’s Maid Marian and Eileen Atkin’s Eleanor of Aquitaine. Blanchett’s Maid Marian 

reflects the influence of strong, independent post-modern feminism on popular culture, and 

modern Marian is worth a longer discussion than can be allowed here. More important for us, 

and the consideration of these two films, Eleanor reminds us of when she dominated the stage 

and screen on the first wave of feminism in 1968’s Lion in Winter. Isabella has been 

connected to and compared with Eleanor since Strickland’s account, and in Scott’s Robin 

Hood (especially in the director’s cut and David Coe’s novelization of Brian Helgeland’s 

screenplay), the parallel between Isabella and Eleanor is established at Isabella’s introduction 

in the film. Eleanor has just berated her son for romping with ‘the niece’ of the king of 

France (that is Isabella). John retorts that his own wife is ‘barren as a brick’ and he plans to 

appeal to the Pope for an annulment. He then reminds his mother that she gave Henry eight 

children—he, ‘the runt of the litter,’ is the hope for the kingdom—and not only will Isabella 

provide him with the heirs that he needs, but that ‘she is my Eleanor.’42    

 

She is my Eleanor 

Half way through Strickland’s biography of Isabella, there is a break in the narrative of 

Isabella and John as Strickland focuses on the death of Eleanor of Aquitaine. She tells the 

reader that Eleanor had been willful, lusty, and independent but that ‘adversity…improved 

[her] character’ as a young woman—rather reminiscent of Isabella—but as she grew older, 
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she learned ‘a stern lesson of life’ and that ‘power, beauty, and royalty are but vanity’.43 

Eleanor, unfortunately, learned that lesson too late for it to have full effect on her life.44 

Similarly, Strickland notes that the same misfortunes plagued Isabella, because her own pride 

and willfulness are similar to the problems faced by Eleanor, as even this great queen failed 

to tame her own ‘restless spirit’.45  

The screenwriter for Robin and Marian was James Goldman who won a Tony in 1966 

for his play Lion in Winter. He wrote the screenplay for the film in which Eleanor is brought 

to life by Katharine Hepburn. Audiences of the film generally do not know the historical 

Eleanor; they know Hepburn (who stepped into the role following the portrayal of the queen 

by the then-unknown Sian Phillips in 1964’s Becket).46 Becket’s Eleanor is a passive 

character, helpless and restricted by domestic roles; as Finke notes, the character is restricted 

by the very clothes she wears and often remains static in scenes where Peter O’Toole’s Henry 

chews up the scenery around her.47 Lion in Winter’s Eleanor, by contrast, is a formidable 

dame; Goldman’s stage directions describe her as truly handsome, authoritative, with great 

presence; she is ‘a genuinely feminine woman thoroughly capable of holding her own in a 

man’s world’ in contrast to the king’s cynical use of marriage to Alais as a token of 

exchange, nothing more.48  Hepburn’s regal presence makes the queen a powerful royal equal 

in the domestic sphere,49 and she stands firm against O’Toole’s ranting and raving. Her 

conflict with Henry over their sons is central to the plot, and she displays the political 

influence a queen could wield behind the scenes in her domestic capacity.50 In Act 1, scene 1 

of Lion in Winter, Henry tells his lover (and fiancée to his son) Alais not to be ‘jealous of the 

gorgon; she is not among the things I love;’ she is ‘the new Medusa’ and ‘the great bitch’.51 

He reminds the young woman that he has not kept Eleanor imprisoned at Chignon ‘out of 

passionate attachment’. In Robin and Marian, Goldman has Richard I refer to his mother 
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Eleanor, again, as ‘the bitch’.52 Eleanor is never seen in the film, as we glimpse only her 

baggage train, but surely 1976 audiences anticipated a cameo by Hepburn and may well have 

recalled at that moment her strong characterization, and thus be reminded of this formidable 

queen in comparison to John’s current consort. 

Unlike Goldman and Lester’s film, Scott’s has Eleanor and Isabella interact. The 

comparison between Isabella and Eleanor arguably plays a significant role, especially if she is 

meant to be John’s ‘Eleanor’. Isabella (Sophie Marceau) is introduced as an empty-headed 

sex toy, romping about with John in his bed whilst his cast-aside wife watches them through 

the keyhole. Isabella scornfully dismisses criticism from her mother-in-law Eleanor who 

catches them between the sheets—and Eleanor significantly throws the sheet over Isabella’s 

face because on the one hand, she wants Isabella to hear what she has to say to John, but does 

not want to look at her. Certainly in Robin and Marian Isabella represents nothing more than 

a sexual cipher (as was Becket’s Alais), and she initially fills this role in the modern film. She 

certainly reveals John’s lust (if not need for an heir), but she also shows that she is not going 

to take dismissal from her political role (literally) lying down. She jumps out of bed to stand 

beside John and to speak for herself as he explains to his mother his importance to the future 

of the crown, and Isabella’s role in his plans.  

What is Isabella of Angouleme’s role as the Eleanor the Next Generation? One might 

argue that she reminds the viewer that she has the potential to become the strong Eleanor 

depicted in Lion in Winter and John another Henry II. In Scott’s story, Eleanor is initially the 

strongest, most decisive woman in John’s household. She scolds John’s first wife for moping 

and spying on John and Isabella in bed (‘An English princess shut out of her husband’s 

bedchamber by a piece of French pastry!’).53  Ultimately, however, Isabella  impresses 

Eleanor as having ‘spirit’ when Isabella defends herself as John’s choice, and that she will 
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provide John with the heir that Richard has not given to Eleanor.54 Eleanor is also the one 

who crowns John and declares him king when Robin delivers to Eleanor the news and the 

crown of the dead Richard I. In this scene at the gate of the Tower of London, augmented in 

the director’s cut of the film, John follows Eleanor down to the platform where Robin’s boat 

has landed, looking dismayed if not terrified on hearing the news of his brother’s death. The 

camera focuses on Isabella as she slips her hand into John’s, and after a moment he squeezes 

and grips hers tightly in his own. The director’s cut of the film restores critical lines into 

another scene which reveals Isabella’s partnership with John: at 51 minutes, she speaks up to 

query William Marshal when he advises John on dealing with the remains of Richard I’s 

army—Marshal gives Isabella a strange look, but John reaches out again to take and squeeze 

her hand.55 Meanwhile in this same scene Eleanor watches on and is dismissed by John when 

she offers him advice about taxation—he reveals more of his insecurity by informing his 

mother that her bad advice and Richard’s loyalty to her led to ‘the wreckage that is my 

inheritance’—a remark which earns him a stinging slap from his mother.56 Eleanor later 

meets with William who informs her that John is about to be betrayed by a man he believes to 

be his closest advisor; Eleanor remarks that ‘it’s up to the King’s mother to scold him like a 

child and point him to his duty’ and here she transfers her role of advisor and helpmeet to 

Isabella. This scene appears in both the uncut and theatrical version as Eleanor approaches 

Isabella and explains not only the situation to the young queen, but how exactly to tell John 

of the situation.57 Isabella is baffled that she is not to tell John the honest truth, but Eleanor 

rebukes her, saying, ‘If you wish to be queen, you must save John…and England;’ 58 Coe 

extends the scene in his novelization, describing Eleanor’s dismay that she had ‘fallen, and 

how desperate matters had grown that she should be so dependent on … this child.’59 On 

screen, although frightened, Isabella does as Eleanor asks and stands fast as John whirls about 
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in anger, tearing up the scenery—not unlike the passion and fury exhibited by Henry II in 

Lion in Winter. John pulls up only when he sees the stoic Isabella stood firm and holding a 

dagger at her breast; he puts his hand over hers on the hilt as they both cry. The knife falls 

away; they clinch and exchange the royal tongue; adds Coe, ‘her ardour a match for his’.60 

Thus, these short scenes onscreen complete Isabella’s transformation from mere adornment 

and heir-factory to that of political helpmeet. Later we see her accompanying him when he 

receives a proto-Magna Carta from his nobles;61 she is also is shown seated in a throne next 

to him while he hears official business—as he berates his nobles, he silences their protests as 

well as hers. He sets the charter on fire, declares Robin Hood from this day forward an 

outlaw, then retreats inside his palace with his queen.  

Despite the time constraints of the medium (and trims to the run-time of the theatrical 

release), Scott’s Isabella parallels the Isabella of the historical romances, if not Isabella of 

history, a bit more closely than Lester’s. It is all still flashpoints: first the teenaged sex toy, 

but even then (in the Director’s Cut) she is seen as an opinionated woman from her 

introduction. Even without the complete scene of John explaining to his mother Isabella’s 

importance to him, the ‘Eleanor’ line explicates that her role in Scott’s film is shorthand for 

her potential to influence John with similar competence as Eleanor (as Henry II’s wife, then 

John’s mother). Coe’s novelization augments this scenario with additional dialogue and 

description, especially strengthening Isabella’s transformation from ‘a mere French pastry’ to 

someone who is equal to John in his passions in the scene where she brings him news of 

William Marshall’s treachery. In Scott’s film and Helgeland’s story, Isabella represents that 

John has the potential to be another Henry II—which of course emphasizes all the more his 

failure, as the audience is assumed to be familiar with the powerful cinematic Eleanor and the 

long folk-tradition of John I as a miserable loser. Robin Hood does not delve this deeply into 
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the story: John is a weakling, and his insecurity (and desires to remedy this) are indicated in 

his comments to Eleanor that now ‘the runt of the litter’ has become king. Although the main 

story here belongs to Robin and Marian, Isabella and John’s relationship is a neat little 

subplot with subtext that rewards the more critical viewers. 

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, one must note that since the seventies and again from the nineties, there is an 

increasing body of scholarship devoted to finding “women’s voices” in history, a search 

made difficult as ancient and medieval sources come through the filter of elite male 

perception of standards of behavior. Literary history of course can take liberties that 

scholarship cannot; moralizing biographies, historical fiction, and film fill in gaps in the 

sparse historical record, recreating the personalities of such powerful women by hanging 

contemporary attitudes, cultural mores, and experience on the skeleton of intriguing facts 

provided by the original sources. Time constraints restrict cinematic Isabellas the same 

liberty; they remain signposts to illustrate the weakness of King John, whether besotted by 

his own lust, and unable to find himself a helpmeet as respected and well-regarded—in 

popular culture at least—as Eleanor of Aquitaine.  The Isabellas in both media remain pawns 

against the actions of the men (and women) in their stories; historical revisionism has not yet 

reached this particular corner of popular fiction. The queen receives only the briefest of 

screen time in both of these films, and ultimately how she behaves and is judged is within the 

context set for her by John. One awaits cinematic depiction of Isabella that takes advantage of 

recent trends in new evaluation of royal women’s lives, circumstances, and consequent 

behavior in the context of contemporary sources to see how she fares perhaps at last on her 

own terms. 
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